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Abstract

Sign language is natural media of communication for the hearing and speech impaired all over the world This paper presents vision based static sign gesture recognition system using neural network. This system enables deaf people to interact easily and efficiently with normal people. The system firstly convert images of static gestures of American Sign Language into Lab color space where L for lightness and (a, b) for the color-opponent dimensions, from which skin region i.e. hand is segmented using thresholding technique. The region of interest (hand) is cropped and converted into binary image for feature extraction. Then height, area, centroid, and distance of the centroid from the origin (top-left corner) of the image are used as features. Finally each set of feature vector is used to train a used to train a feed-forward back propagation network. Experimental results showed successful recognition of static sign gestures with an average recognition accuracy of 85 % on a typical set of test images.
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INTRODUCTION


	COMMUNICATION is a fundamental requirement for survival and interaction provides a mean to communicate. Naturally, different communication ways are used for interaction such as language, eyes, body movement, facial expression, hand gesture and postures. A gesture is a form of non-verbal communication made with a part of the body and used instead of verbal communication (or in combination with it). A sign language is a language which uses gestures instead of sound to convey meaning combining hand-shapes, orientation and movement of the hands, arms or body, facial expressions and lip-patterns. Sign language is a visual language and consists of 3 major components [2]: finger-spelling: used to spell words letter by letter, word level sign vocabulary: used for the majority of communication, non-manual features: facial expressions and tongue, mouth and body position. Sign language is one form of communication for the hearing and speech impaired.
	Sign language recognition (SLR) is a multidisciplinary research area involving pattern recognition, computer vision, natural language processing and linguistics [1]. Moreover for Human Computer Interaction (HCI), as compared to the traditional interaction approaches such as keyboard, mouse, pen etc, and vision based hand interaction is more natural and efficient
	Hand gestures fall into two categories, namely static and dynamic [3]. Some hand gestures also have both static and dynamic elements, as in sign languages [8]. Static hand gestures are characterized by the hand posture which are determined by a particular finger thumb-palm configuration and represented by a single image. Dynamic hand gestures are on the other hand characterized by the initial and final stroke motion of a moving gesture.
	
RELATED WORK


	Research showed various types of system and methods have been developed for sign language recognition. Acquired data in recognition system can be obtained either “Data-Glove based” or “Vision Based” approaches. The Data-Glove based methods use sensor devices for digitizing hand and finger motions into multi-parametric data [14]. These approaches can easily provide exact coordinates of palm and finger’s location and orientation, and hand configurations However, the devices are quite expensive and bring much cumbersome experience to the users. In contrast, the Vision based methods require only a camera, thus considered easy, natural and less costly compared to glove based approach [7].
	A vision based system was presented by Hienz et al [5] in which extracted feature vectors from video frame, recognize 262 different signs with an accuracy of 94%. Rule based classification was done on the images captured by single video camera by use of modular frame grabber system. Yin et.al [17] employed Restricted Coulomb Energy (RCE) neural network by taking L*a*b color space as input and trained the output layer as skin layer class. Ranganath et.al [13] presented a hand gesture recognition system, they used image furrier descriptor as their prime feature and classified with the help of RBF. Ong et.al [12] detected hands with 99.8 percent accuracy in grey scale images with shape information alone; using a boosted cascade of classifiers Viola et.al [15] .Signers were constrained to wear longsleeved dark clothing, in front of mostly dark backgrounds. Hemayed et.al [4] developed a edge based recognizer for Arabic sign language which uses Prewitt edge detector to extract the edges of the segmented hand gesture. Accuracy of 97% was achieved using Euclidean distance for classification. Murthy et.al [11] trained a supervised feed-forward neural network to count fingers and find direction in which user point. The vision based recognition system classified hand gestures into ten categories employing back propagation algorithm with an accuracy of 89% on a typical test set.
	The paper presents a simple yet an efficient recognition system which will convert the static sign gestures of American Sign Language into text. Geometrical properties of the hand are transformed into features. Neural network is used for recognition and classification task. The rest of the paper will discuss different phases for the development of the system: image acquisition, image processing, feature extraction and classification in detail.
	
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY


	The system is designed on the principle of pattern recognition. Pattern recognition is a process that takes raw data and makes an action based on the category of the pattern. Pattern recognition can be used for classification in which assign each input value is assigned to one of a given set of classes. The flow diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1.
	A. Image Acquisition
	In the first phase an image is taken from the webcam or from database. The system read input image from the database [6] which contain RGB images for ASL signs. The database contains samples of four signs performed by different users wearing long-sleeved clothing taken. The images are with uniform background of dark and light color under different lightening conditions. The image database consists of total of 160 images.120 images: 40 images for each sign are used for training purpose while remaining 40 images: 10 images for each sign are used for training.
	B. Image Processing
	Processing is performed using three steps: color space conversion for skin area extraction, morphological operations to remove noise and image cropping for ease of feature extraction.
	1) Skin region detection: The system used L*a*b color space for skin region detection using thresholding technique. L*a*b is Color space defined by the CIE (the International Commission on Illumination), based on one channel for Luminance (lightness) (L) and two color channels (a and b). Input RGB image is firstly converted to L*a*b* Color space to separate intensity information into a single plane of the image, and then calculates the local range in each layer. Skin color classification work well when chrominance component used for segmentation, therefore luminance component is discarded. Using thresholding values, second and third layer which represent the chroma component are converted into binary image. Two binary images are then multiplied to get resultant binary image which contain only hand region. Various morphological operations like opening, dilation were performed to remove the noise from segmented hand region.
	2) Image cropping: Using connected component analysis the connected regions of the resultant image are labelled. Each connected component associates a bounding box with it which provides dimensions for the rectangular box for cropping hand region from input image.
	C. Feature Extraction
	The features are extracted on the shape based properties of the hand. Tanibata et.al [16] developed Japanese Sign Language using hand features like orientation, area, the flatness of the hand region. Mohammed et.al [9] proposed method of hand feature extraction using several geometrical dimensions like height, width, area etc. Using regionprops following image features are extracted and feature vector is formed which will act as input stage for the recognition and classification of the sign gesture.
	1. Area: Calculated as the total number of white pixels (i.e., binary value ‘1’).
	2. Centroid = [Round (Σ(x-values represent white pixels)/area), Round (Σ(y-values represent white pixels)/area)].
	[image: equation]
	[image: equation]
	Where N is the total number of black pixels (0’s) of the image and M is the total number of columns containing at least one black pixel (0).
	Finally, the features collected from the above sections are combined to form a feature vector in the following order:
	Feature vector, V= [area, x-centroid, y-centroid, centroid-distance, Average height]
	Feature vectors of training images are stored in mat files of MATLAB and feature vector of input hand gesture image i.e. test image are calculated at run time.
	D. Classification of Sign Gestures using Neural Network
	The system uses feed-forward back propagation network for classification of sign gestures. Back propagation training algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm for multilayer feed forward neural network. Since it is a supervised learning algorithm, both input and target output vectors are provided for training the network. If there is an error, the Perceptron network will re-adjust the weights value until there is no error or minimized and then it will stop. Each pass through the input vectors is called epoch.
	Input vector is the 1x5 feature vector so only five input neurons are used. The target vector is also defined corresponding to each hand gesture. The performance of the training is evaluated with MSE, correlation coefficient, i.e. regression (R) between the network outputs and corresponding target outputs and the characteristics of the training, validation, and testing errors. For the successful training, some of the conditions are set. These are the MSE set to 0.001, maximum validation failure set to 6 times, learning rate set to 0.05 and the maximum number of epochs set to 1000.Sim function is used to simulate the model. Finally output from the neural network is converted into text corresponding to each classified hand gesture. The training is stopped after 21 epochs since the validation error increased for more than six times as shown in Fig 2. The training, validation, and testing errors were in fairly good conditions with the characteristics set during training.
	
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS


	For the implementation of the proposed system, image database is created for training and testing images. The image database consists of four static sign gestures of ASL in ‘.jpg format’.
	The method is implemented using MATLAB R2012a. Skin region detection, image cropping resizing and feature extraction is performed using Image Processing Toolbox. Neural network toolbox is employed for classification of hand gestures. The MATLAB built in function (sim) simulates network. The behaviour of (sim) takes the network input, network object, then returning the network output. Trained neural network is tested with Test image database.
	A. Confusion Matrix
	Confusion matrix has been plotted to show the recognition accuracy for each hand gesture as shown in Fig.3. The green box show number of images correctly classified and blue box show overall recognition rate for test images dataset for particular hand gesture.
	Recognition Rate= (No of Recognized Letters/No of total samples of that Letters)*100%.
	For testing the images GUI (Graphical User Interface) has been created. The GUI consists of nine push buttons. GUI provides an easy way to the user, to interact with the system. The GUI shows different phases of the system: input image, hand region detection, feature extraction in which centroid of the hand is shown and finally the recognized character using neural network. An example of GUI is shown in Fig. 4 that shows different phases of system involved for sign ‘V’
	
CONCLUSION


	The system developed presents a simple yet an efficient method of gesture recognition using geometrical features based on the shape based properties of hand. Static hand gestures are recognized using neural network and converted into corresponding text each. The recognition rate of 85% is achieved for testing image. In future the system can be extended to recognize dynamic hand gestures in an unrestricted environment for real life applications.
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